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Abstract 
Lower bounds for Ramsey numbers for hypergraphs and three colors are obtained. In 
particular, we show that for certain values of a and h the Ramsey number R(m, a, b; 3) is 
bounded below exponentially in m. 
If S is a set, 1 SI denotes the cardinality of S and if r is a positive integer, (f) denotes 
the collection of r-subsets of S and S’ the collection of r-tuples of elements of S. We use 
[a] to denote { 1,2, . , t}. By an e-coloring of(f) we mean a functionf: (s) -+ [[I. If 
m1,m2, .. . , m, and r are positive integers and if mi > r for i = 1,2, . . ,P then 
R(mI,m2,..., m,; r) denotes the least integer R such that if (S( 3 R and f is any 
d-coloring of(f) then for some i there is an mi-subset A of S such thatfhas constant 
value i on (:‘). That R exists is Ramsey’s theorem [7]. In case ml = m2 = ... =m,=m 
we write R,(m; r) instead of R(m, m, . . . , m; r). 
The following classical result of ErdGs [l] is the starting point of many investiga- 
tions: 
if 
n 0 -C &(7) ~ ’ then R/(m;r) > n. m 
It follows from (1) that for some positive constant c 
R2(m;2) > cm2mi2 (2) 
and that in general to each pair of positive integers C! and r there corresponds 
a constant c > 1 such that 
R,(m; r) > cm’-’ (3) 
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for all sufficiently large m. In the other direction, it has been shown by Erdiis and 
Rado [4] that there exists a positive constant c, depending on e and r, such that 
Mm; r) < e,- l(cm), (4) 
where e, is the p-fold iterated exponential. 
A central problem has been that of lessening the gap between (3) and (4). In case 
r B 4 and e = 2, there is an improvement on (3) given by the stepping up lemma of 
Erdiis et al. [3] which asserts that for r 2 4 
Rz(2m + r - 5;r) > 2R2(m;r-1)-1. (5) 
From (3) (with r = 3) and (5) it follows that there is a positive constant c depending on 
r such that 
Rz(m;r) > e,_2(cm2). (6) 
Note that any improvement in (3) in the case r = 3 effects, via (5), a corresponding 
improvement in (6) for all r 2 4 and that if one could show that R,(m; 3) > e2(cm) it 
would follow, in view of (4), that R,(m; r) is bounded above and below by (r - 1)-fold 
iterated exponentials in m. 
Erdijs et al. also proved that for 8 2 2 and r 2 3, 
Mm; r) > 2 R,(m - 1,r - 1) - 1 (7) 
It may be deduced from (7) that for & 2 4 and r 2 3 there is a positive constant c, 
depending on L’ and r, such that 
Mm; r) > e,- I (cm) (8) 
holds for all sufficiently large m. Thus, in the case of four or more colors one has 
a reasonably definitive answer to the rate of growth of R,(m;r). However, there is 
a huge gap between (3) and (6) when G = 2 or 3. Some progress on improving (3) when 
e = r = 3 was obtained by Erdiis and Hajnal [2]. Note that (3) gives 
R3(m; 3) > cm2. (9) 
It may be deduced from the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [Z] by choosing the parameters of 
the proof appropriately that 
R(m, m, a; 3) > cmzo@), 
where o(a) tends slowly to infinity as a + cc. The precise form of o(a) is not important 
for our discussion, but we note that one may deduce the following improvement of (9): 
R,(m; 3) > ~~*(*~g~)*. 
For a fuller discussion see the article of Graham and Rod1 [S]. 
The purpose of this note is to investigate the problem of determining lower bounds 
for R(m, a, b; 3). a and b are considered to be small and fixed and we seek asymptotic 
lower bounds as m -+ co. We remark that the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [2] yields the 
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estimate R(m, a, a; 3) > mc for fixed a > 3 and all sufficiently large m. Here c is a (fairly 
large) constant depending only on a. We shall prove, among other things, that for 
certain values of a, b, R(m, a, b; 3) is bounded below exponentially in m. 
We now formulate our result. 
Theorem. For t 2 2, k 2 2, m > r b 3, 2 f 4 < r, 
R(m,R,(r;q),(r - l)k + 1;r) > (R,(m;q) - l)k. 
Proof. Let t = R,(m; q) - 1, u = R,(r; q) and u = (r - I)k + 1. Let S be a set of size 
t and letf: (i) -+ [e] be such thatfis not constant on (t) for any m-subset A of S. For 
x=(xI,x*,...,xk),Y=(Yl,Y*,..., yk) E Sk, x # y, let 6(x,y) = min { i: xi # yi) and for 
X = (X1,X2, . . ..X.} E(srk) let d(X) = {6(X,,Xj): 1 d i <j 9 r). 
We need to color the r-subsets of Sk in three colors (we shall denote the colors by 
red, blue and green and avoid the formal functional notation) so that no m-subset of 
Sk has all its r-subsets colored red, no u-subset has all its r-subsets colored blue and no 
u-subset has all its r-subsets colored green. We do this as follows: Let 
x = (XlrX2,... ,x,j E(q and let x, = (Xsl,Xs2 ,..., X,k), .s = 1,2, . . . . r. If Id(X)1 3 2, 
color X green. If) A(X)\ = 1 then for some p, 1 d p < k, we have xlh = xzh = . . . = x,,, 
for h=12 3 ,-.., p - 1 and S(xi,Xj) = p for 1 6 i <j < r. This implies that 
x iP, xzP, . . . , x,~ are distinct. Let Z = {xi,,, xzP, . . . , q,}. Color X red iffis constant on 
(G) and blue if,f is not constant on (:). 
Suppose A c Sk is such that all r-subsets of A are colored green. There are at most 
r - 1 elements of S which appear as a first coordinate of elements of A and for 
1 <i<kandforany(x,,x,,... ,xi) E S’ there are at most r - 1 elements x of S such 
that x1,x2, . ,xi, x are the first i + 1 coordinates of elements of A since, otherwise, 
there is an r-subset X of A such that 6(X) = 1 and X is then not colored green. It 
follows that IAl < (r - l)k < u. 
Suppose there is an m-subset M = {x1,x2, . . . ,x,} of Sk with all of its r-subsets 
colored red. Then I A( = 1 for every r-subset X of M. It then follows that for some 
P, 1 <PG~x~,x~,... ,x, agree in each of their first p - 1 coordinates but the pth 
coordinates xlP, xzP, . . . , x,,,~ are distinct since, otherwise, some r-subset of M would be 
colored green. Let Z = {xlp,xZpr .. . , x,,}. The coloring scheme is such that f is 
constant on (i). But the definition offis such that there is no m-subset Z of S with this 
property. Hence no such m-subset of Sk exists. 
Suppose there is a u-subset U = {x1,x2,. .. ,x,} of Sk all of whose r-subsets are 
colored blue. We then have ) A (X)J = 1 for every r-subset X of U. It follows that for 
some p, 1 < p < k,xl,x2, . . . ,xu agree in each of their first p - 1 coordinates but the 
pth coordinates x ipr xzP, . . , x,, are distinct since, otherwise, some r-subset of 
U would be colored green. Let Z = {xlP,xzP, . . . ,xU,}. The coloring scheme is such 
thatfis not constant on (f) for any r-subset I? of Z. However, this contradicts the fact 
that u = &(r;q). Hence no such u-subset of Sk exists. 0 
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A number of results may be deduced from the theorem by choosing the parameters 
in various ways. We give only two of these and mention some problems suggested by 
them. 
Take Y = 3, q = e = k = 2. One then gets R(m, 6,5; 3) > (Rz(m; 2) - 1)2 so that, by 
(2), R(m. 65; 3) > cm2 2” for some constant c > 0 and all sufficiently large m. We could 
not prove that R(m, 5,5; 3) is bounded below exponentially in m nor could we decide 
whether there is a constant c > 2 such that R(m, 6,6; 3) > cm for all sufficiently large m. 
Taking r = 4, q = 3.8 = k = 2, and using the recently established result of McKay 
and Radziszowski [6] that R(4,4; 3) = 13 we obtain R(m, 13,10;4) > (R2(m; 3) - 1)2 
so that, by (l), R(m, 13,10;4) > c”” for any c < 21’3 and all sufficiently large m. We 
could not prove that R(m, 12,10;4) is bounded below exponentially in m2 nor could 
we show that there is a constant c > 2r13 such that R(m, 13,ll; 4) > cm’. 
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